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Abstract. I investigate the nightly mean emission height and width of the OH∗(3–1) layer by comparing nightly mean tempera-

tures measured by the ground–based spectrometer GRIPS 9 and the Na lidar at ALOMAR. The data set contains 42 coincident

measurements between November 2010 and February 2014, when GRIPS 9 was in operation at the ALOMAR observatory

(69.3◦N, 16.0◦E) in northern Norway. To closely resemble the mean temperature measured by GRIPS 9, I weighted each

nightly mean temperature profile measured by the lidar using Gaussian distributions with 40 different centre altitudes and 405

different full widths at half maximum. In principle, one can thus determine the altitude and width of the OH∗(3–1) layer by

finding the minimum temperature difference between the two instruments. On most nights, several combinations of centre

altitude and width yield a temperature difference of ±2 K. The generally assumed altitude of 87 km and width of 8 km is

never an unambiguous, good solution for any of the measurements. Even for a fixed width of ∼8.4 km, one can sometimes

find several centre altitudes that yield equally good temperature agreement. Weighted temperatures measured by lidar are not10

suitable to determine unambiguously the emission height and width of an OH∗ layer. If the OH∗(3–1) rotational temperature

is used as a proxy for the temperature at an altitude of 87 km with a width of 8.4 km, this proxy is representative to within±16

K.

1 Introduction

To evaluate whether the common assumption of a nightly mean hydroxyl (OH) layer emission altitude of 87 km and a fixed15

width of 8 km is justified, I compare temperatures measured by the Na lidar at ALOMAR with OH∗(3–1) rotational tem-

perature measured by GRIPS 9. Both instruments were located at the ALOMAR observatory (69◦N) in Norway between

November 2010 and February 2014, resulting in 42 coincident measurements. To determine the emission altitude and width of

the OH∗(3–1) layer, I compute Gaussian–weighted mean lidar temperatures for different centre altitudes and widths to resem-

ble the temperatures measured by GRIPS 9. In principle, the minimum of the temperature difference then yields an estimate of20

the emission altitude and width of the OH∗(3–1) layer.

The emission altitude and width of the mesospheric OH∗ layer are essential quantities not only for the determination of

temperature trends (e.g. Espy and Stegman, 2002; Beig, 2011), but also for the comparison with temperature measurements

by meteor radars, satellites, and resonance lidars. Typically, studies of ground–based infrared observations assume a station-
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ary emission altitude of 87 km and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 8 km, which correspond roughly to

recommended values given by Baker and Stair Jr. (1988).

Apart from satellite–based observations and the direct measurement by rockets, the OH∗ emission layer height has been

estimated by comparing ground–based measurements of the OH∗ rotational temperature with temperature measurements by

lidar. From such a comparison of three nights of data, von Zahn et al. (1987) found an emission layer altitude of (86±4) km.5

The FWHM of Gaussian function was fixed at 8.4 km (von Zahn et al., 1987). Pautet et al. (2014, Fig. 4) compared nightly

mean temperatures of the Advanced Mesospheric Temperature Mapper to those measured by an Na lidar located in Logan,

Utah. Their results show that, for a Gaussian–shaped weighting function centred at 87 km and a full width at half maximum

of 9.3 km, the Na lidar temperatures are apparently warmer than those measured by the OH∗ imager, on average (Pautet

et al., 2014). The centre altitude was not varied in these studies, and lidar temperatures appear to be warmer by roughly 10 K,10

on average (Pautet et al., 2014), while the difference exceeds 20 K on certain days (Pautet et al., 2014). Such a temperature

difference can in principle be a systematic measurement error. By varying the centre altitude and the FWHM of the Gaussian

function, I clarify whether such a temperature difference between the Na lidar and GRIPS 9 can also arise because of the choice

of parameters. From the temperature difference at each day, I estimate how representative the OH∗(3–1) rotational temperature

is as a proxy for the temperature at 87 km (She and Lowe, 1998), assuming a width of 8.4 km.15

2 Instruments and methods

I use temperature measurements made by the Ground–based Infrared P–branch Spectrometer (GRIPS) 9, which probes the

OH∗(3–1) vibrational transition, and the Na lidar at ALOMAR. The ALOMAR observatory is located at 69.3◦N, 16.0◦E. The

time period covered by GRIPS 9 at ALOMAR extends from October 2010 to May 2014. For this study, I analyze lidar data

from measurements in darkness only, because GRIPS can only observe the OH∗ nightglow. This means that there is hardly any20

or no data from GRIPS 9 between May and August. Lidar observations are limited to clear nights. The data set consists of 42

coincident measurements, with both instruments’ nightly temperature time series restricted to the same periods of time. The

nightly mean temperatures computed from GRIPS 9 are based on measurements at a one–minute interval.

The GRIPS instruments, including calibration procedures and data analysis, have been described by Schmidt et al. (2013).

GRIPS uses an InGaAs array detector to measure the airglow spectrum between approximately 1522 nm and 1545 nm.25

Rotational temperatures are derived from the OH∗(3–1) P1–branch. The rotational lines of this vibrational level are less affected

by non–local thermodynamic equilibrium effects compared to higher vibrational levels (Noll et al., 2015). To determine the

temperatures, an iteration (Lange, 1982) is perfromed to achieve overlap of the P1(4)–branch of the OH∗(3–1) transition

with the R1(6)–branch of the OH∗(4–2) transition. The starting temperature of the iteration is based on Einstein coefficients

published by Mies (1974). As Noll et al. (2015) pointed out, the Einstein coefficients are important when calculating rotational30

temperatures. For exapmle, Einstein coefficients published by Langhoff et al. (1986) instead of those by Mies (1974) lead to

apparent OH∗(3–1) temperatures colder by (3.5± 0.3) K, on average (C. Schmidt, pers. comm.).
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The fields of view of the instruments differ considerably. The Na lidar has a field of view of 600 µrad, which corresponds

to 9 · 10−3 km2 at an altitude of 87 km. The nominal field of view derived from the F–number of the spectrograph is 15◦

(Schmidt et al., 2013). A laboratory assessment of the field of view of GRIPS revealed that the effective acceptance angle is

slightly smaller (∼ 14◦ instead of 15◦). Nevertheless, the field of view of GRIPS 9 is larger than 400 km2 at that altitude.

Although the fields of view overlap or are close to each other (depending on the lidar zenith angle), one cannot expect the5

measured temperatures to be exactly equal. Due to waves and other processes, atmospheric temperature varies across the field

of view of GRIPS on various scales, and the lidar probes only a small part of this volume.

The difference in measured temperature by the lidar’s two beams is an estimate of the horizontal temperature variability.

Usually, one beam points to the north at a zenith angle of 20◦, and the other beam to the east at the same zenith angle. At

an altitude of 92 km, the horizontal distance between the two beams is approximately 50 km. For each of the 42 nights, I10

choose lidar data from the beam with the smallest temperature uncertainty, and only temperatures with an uncertainty smaller

than or equal 5 K. Whether one computes the mean temperature profile from only one beam or from the average of both, has

a negligible effect on this analysis (see supplemental figures S5 to S46): the mean temperature profiles measured by the two

beams differ little in shape and absolute temperature.

The resulting daily mean temperature profile from the chosen beam is then weighted with a Gaussian function. The assump-15

tion of a Gaussian–shaped OH∗ layer is a simplification, though. To identify the parameters of best agreement between the

two instruments, the weighting needs to be performed with different centre altitudes and FWHM of the Gaussian weighting

function. I choose 40 centre altitudes between 81.8 km and 92.8 km, and 40 FWHM between 4.7 km and 15.7 km. The bins

are separated by 282 m, which is twice the altitude resolution of the lidar at a zenith angle of 20◦.

For each centre altitude z and full width at half maximum d, the weighted nightly mean temperature T is given by20

T z,d =
N∑

h=0

fhTh, (1)

where fh is the weighting factor at each altitude h, corresponding to the choice of z and d, between the lowest and highest

useable altitude. The temperature at a given altitude h in the nightly mean temperature profile is denoted by Th.

The nightly mean temperatures could have been weighted with their corresponding uncertainty, but this is not how the nightly

mean temperature is calculated from spectrometer data. Besides, the assumption of a Gaussian distribution is a simplification.25

For example, it is possible that the real OH∗ layer has a shape best approximated by a skewed or a multi–peak Gaussian

distribution. Individual OH∗ profiles measured by sounding rockets (Baker and Stair Jr., 1988) generally do not have a Gaussian

shape, while average profiles calculated from rather short observation intervals (Noll et al., 2015) can be well–approximated

by a Gaussian distribution (Noll et al., 2016, Fig. 8). The GRIPS 9 data were taken with a one–minute resolution, from which I

computed a nightly mean temperature. This is similar to the data shown in Noll et al. (2016), justifying this simplification of a30

Gaussian distribution. The effect of using different weighting functions, though all being approximately Gaussian, to compute

an OH∗(3–1)–equivalent temperature has been shown to be smaller than 3 K for any of the functions considered (French

and Mulligan, 2010). For nightly mean data, which I consider here, there does not seem to be any evidence for a distribution

sustantially different from a Gaussian shape. See Sect. 4 of the supplement to this article for a digression on this topic.
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Figure 1. Nightly mean temperature difference on 13 December 2010 between GRIPS 9 and artifical OH∗(3–1) temperatures from the Na

lidar at ALOMAR. Temperature difference is shown as4T (z,d) = TOH∗(3−1)−T z,d, and is a function of chosen centre altitude and full

width at half maximum. Positive values indicate that GRIPS 9 measured an apparent warmer temperature than observed by the lidar for the

given parameters. All combinations of FWHM and centre altitude along the 0–line give apparent agreement. (a) 13 December 2010, common

measurement duration 4:22 h; (b) 22 January 2012, common measurement duration 13:46 h; (c) 8 November 2013, common measurement

duration 3:10 h; (d) 8 December 2013, common measurement duration 14:17 h.

3 Results and discussion

For 40 different centre altitudes and 40 different FWHM, I compute the nightly mean Gaussian–weighted Na lidar temperature.

To find the altitude of the best agreement, I calculate the absolute temperature difference between GRIPS 9 and the OH∗(3–

1)–equivalent temperatures calculated from the Na lidar data. This allows us to find the centre altitude and full width at half

maximum where the temperature difference is smallest, that is, where the agreement is best.5

One may argue that this analysis is too general, because I have also chosen centre altitudes or full widths at half maximum

which seldom or never occur in reality, for instance. While this is probably true, at least to some extent, restricting the analysis

to narrower layer widths and fewer centre altitudes would only change a numerical result, if I were to compute a mean centre

altitude. However, as will be evident, it is not advisable to compute such statistics from these data because of the inherent
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ambiguity. Hypothetically, in case the measured temperature profile were not the true temperature profile, but offset from the

truth by a certain value, the effect on the results would be similar to that of a different set of Einstein coefficients: any ambiguity

would remain, only the values of the altitude– and width–dependent temperature difference would change.

The ambiguity is visible in Fig. 1, which shows the difference of the nightly mean temperatures for the different centre

altitudes and FWHM for four nights. The temperature difference is given by5

4T (z,d) = TOH∗(3−1)−T z,d, (2)

where z is the centre altitude of the Gaussian weighting function, and d is its full width at half maximum. Positive temperature

differences thus indicate that the temperatures measured by GRIPS 9 are warmer than the weighted temperatures measured by

the Na lidar. I picked these four nights arbitrarily from the full data set of 42 nights. The supplement contains the temperature

difference and the mean temperature profiles measured by the lidar for the full data set.10

Figure 1 shows that there is, in most cases, more than one combination of centre altitude and full width at half maximum

that yield the smallest temperature difference—regardless of the measurement duration. Rather, a temperature agreement of

|4T |< 2 K can often be obtained from several combinations of centre altitude and full width at half maximum. Even with the

width fixed at, say, 8.4 km, there are nights on which the altitude determination is ambiguous, see Fig. 1(c): the nightly mean

altitude may be either ∼84 km or ∼90 km. Both are realistic values (Winick et al., 2009). Even if the width of the OH∗(3–1)15

layer is taken into account, one cannot determine its altitude unambiguously from the temperature measurements by lidar.

However, not taking the FWHM into account might give false confidence in a so–determined altitude, because the ambiguity

might be invisible.

Temperature differences between the two instruments of |T | ≥ 10 K can arise simply from assuming a certain fixed width of

the OH∗ layer. On a few nights, the mean temperatures differ by more than 10 K for all sensible combinations of centre altitude20

and full width at half maximum, see Fig. 1(b). Thus, I argue that a systematic temperature offset between the instruments cannot

be detected beyond doubt, and that apparent offsets are not necessarily caused by real systematic effects.

Other notable observations are that the temperature agreement can be almost independent of the chosen parameters, see

Fig. 1(b), and that, generally, the agreement is not best at the mean centre altitude of 87.4 km and the mean full width at half

maximum of 8.4 km (Baker and Stair Jr., 1988). Still, the results do not undermine the assumption that the OH∗ rotational25

temperature can be used as a proxy for the nightly mean temperature at 87 km (She and Lowe, 1998). Figure 2 shows the

temperature difference4T for each of the 42 nights, assuming a fixed centre altitude of 87.4 km and a fixed FWHM of 8.4 km.

It is thus possible to quantify how representative this proxy is of 87 km (She and Lowe, 1998) and this width. The maximum

and minimum temperature differences are 12 K and –20 K (Fig. 2). Because the temperature differences shown in Fig. 2 are not

normally–distributed, the mean (and corresponding standard deviation) of the temperature difference is not a sensible choice.30

A more appropriate measure in this case is half the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature difference,

yielding an offset of ±16 K. This offset implies that, on any given day, the OH∗(3–1) layer is higher or lower than 87.4 km, or

that its thickness is not 8.4 km, or that its shape is not Gaussian, or any combination of these.
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Figure 2. Temperature difference for each day, assuming a fixed a centre altitude of 87.4 km and a full width at half maximum of 8.4 km for

each day. See the supplement for a list of all measurements.

Even though it may seem tempting to compute the mean centre altitude and FWHM of the OH∗(3–1) layer based on this

spectrometer—lidar comparison, such a result would be misleading and camouflage the ambiguity shown in Fig. 1. The main

reason for this ambiguity is the nightly mean temperature profile. To unambiguously determine the altitude of, for example,

the OH∗(3–1) layer from a comparison with weighted temperatures measured by lidar, the nightly mean temperature profile

throughout the layer would have to show certain characteristics. A monotonously increasing or decreasing temperature profile5

is not enough. One could then vary the assumed layer width of the Gaussian arbitrarily without changing the temperature

agreement. A strictly monotonous temperature profile is seldom the case (see also the mean temperature profiles in the supple-

ment). Gravity waves, tides, and turbulence drive the temperature profile away from a perfect adiabatic lapse rate, for example.

Mesospheric inversion layers can persist for several hours (Szewczyk et al., 2013), and can be a prominent feature even after

averaging. Thus, measurements shorter than a few hours are not necessarily the cause of the ambiguity.10

An important systematic uncertainty of the method used here is the uncertainty of the absolute OH∗(3–1) rotational temper-

ature due to the set of Einstein coefficients used in its computation (C. Schmidt, pers. comm.). The effect of a different set of

Einstein coefficients is that the best agreement would then appear at a different centre altitude and FWHM. Despite being an

uncertainty, it further corroborates the results, namely that it is not possible to determine unambiguously the altitude and width

from lidar measurements alone.15
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4 Conclusions

I compared nightly mean temperatures from 42 coincident measurements of the Na lidar at ALOMAR and GRIPS 9, covering

the period from October 2010 to April 2014. To approximate the OH∗ layer temperatures measured by GRIPS 9, I weighted

the lidar temperatures using Gaussian functions with 40 different centre altitudes and 40 full widths at half maximum.

To interpret variations seen in OH∗ rotational temperatures, be it on a decadal or hourly scale, the emission altitude must5

be known. The nightly OH∗ layer height generally cannot be determined unambiguously from temperature measurements by

lidars, regardless of whether a variable layer width is taken into account. This is probably also true for any other instrument

that measures temperature profiles, and is true for any location. Because different combinations of centre altitude and full

width at half maximum often yield very good temperature agreement, the parameters of the approximated OH∗(3–1) layer

are usually ambiguous. Still, for any such analysis, the width of the Gaussian should not be fixed at some value, because a10

fixed width (a) is incompatible with observations (Baker and Stair Jr., 1988), and (b) gives false confidence in the altitude

determination because the ambiguity may often be invisible. To determine the emission altitude and width of any—not just of

the OH(3–1) transition—of the OH∗ layers unambiguously, satellite– or rocket–based observations of the volume emission rate

profiles are necessary (Mulligan et al., 2009). Even though these measurements do not usually coincide with the spectrometer

measurements, a miss distance of up to 500 km or a miss time of several hours can well be accepted (French and Mulligan,15

2010).

A climatological OH∗(3–1) layer emission altitude of 87 km is not incompatible with this study. When the OH∗(3–1)

rotational temperature is used as a proxy for the temperature at 87 km and a full width at half maximum of 8.4 km, this proxy

is representative within ±16 K for any given day of this analysis. Similar results can be expected for meteor radar data used to

derive a temperature proxy for an altitude of ∼90 km.20
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